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ABSTRACT 

 
Computer modeling and simulation is recognized by John Holland and many others as the central tool with 
which to experiment on complex adaptive systems (CAS).   Less well recognized is that in the last thirty 
years, advances in the theory of modeling and simulation have crystallized a new class of models suitable 
for the computational requirements of CAS studies.  This article discusses the abstractions underlying the 
DEVS formalism, a system theoretic characterization of discrete event simulations, that has been widely 
adopted in recent years.  Abstraction of events and time intervals from a continuous data stream is shown to 
carry information that can be efficiently employed, not only in simulation, but also in accounting for the 
real world constraints that shape the  information processes within CAS.  Indeed, an important paradigm is 
emerging in which discrete event abstraction is recognized as fundamental to modeling CAS phenomena at 
various  levels of organization.  Discrete event models of neurons, neural processing architectures, and "fast 
frugal" bounded rational decision making and shortest path solvers are discussed as examples.  Such 
models capture ideas that are coming from various disparate directions and offer evidence that a new 
modeling and simulation paradigm is  emerging. 

 

Introduction 
 
John Holland’s views on modeling and simulation and why these activities are needed to make progress in 
understanding complex adaptive systems (CAS) are well summarized in his article in Daedalus. [1]With 
examples such as economies, ecologies, immune systems, developing embryos, and brains, he characterizes 
CAS as distributed many-ruled organizations with little or nothing in the way of central control. The 
aggregate behavior that emerges is too hard to predict with thought experiments or conventional 
mathematics with the consequence that computer simulation is an indispensable tool for study of CAS.  
Because many rules can be active simultaneously, massively parallel computers hold  the promise of  
providing fast enough execution so that humans can interact with a simulated CAS much in the same way 
that pilots interact with flight training simulations. Mathematics and theory are not to be thrown to the wind 
however, since relevant pieces of mathematics can provide insight and put some bounds on what can be 
expected to emerge from a simulation. Indeed, the classical  theory-experiment cycle, well established for 



physical science, is the ideal to be sought, with the computer taking the role of mother Nature in providing 
the outcomes of experiments.1   
 
Modeling and simulation enter in yet another way in CAS study. Holland asserts that the fundamental 
attribute of CAS is their use of internal models to anticipate the future, basing current actions on expected 
outcomes. It is important to understand how such systems use internal models since so much of their 
behavior stems from anticipations based on them.  So how can CAS build and use internal models? Some 
anticipatory models are no more than rules (follow the chemical gradient to food). Some are clearly more 
sophisticated, such as CAS models that researchers (themselves CAS)  build. What determines the type of 
model that a CAS can build and use?  Are there some better ways to build and use CAS models than 
others?  As a student of Holland’s, who has spent the past 30 years of  his professional life studying 
modeling and simulation, I am writing this tribute to him, with the belief that there are indeed some insights 
to be offered to the study of CAS and the next generations of CAS investigators.   
 
Stated baldly and briefly – I suggest that discrete event models offer the right abstraction for capturing CAS 
structure and  behavior.  And if this is true, then the internal models that CAS build and use are also best 
characterized as discrete event abstractions.  
 
Pinker [2]provides our basic perspective. Any CAS must live within the constraints imposed by the 
underlying material substrate on its information processing.  Information has costs: 
 
• Space: the hardware to hold it. 
• Time: life is a series of deadlines. If  too much information is accessible, processing it may take too 

much time. A CAS must  put survival before sagacity. 
• Resources: information processing and storage require energy which is always in limited supply. 
 
The implication is well stated by Pinker: “any intelligent agent incarnated in matter, working in real time, 
and subject to the laws of thermodynamics must be restricted in its access to information. Only the 
information that is relevant should be allowed in. This does not mean that the agent should wear blinkers or 
become an amnesiac. Information that is irrelevant at one time for one purpose might be relevant at another 
time for another purpose. So information must be routed. Information that is always irrelevant to a kind of 
computation should be permanently sealed off from it. Information that is sometimes relevant and 
sometimes irrelevant should be accessible to a computation when it is relevant, in so far as that it can be 
predicted in advance.”. [2] 
 
Why is discrete event abstraction right for modeling and simulation of CAS?  It is the only formalism that 
can express all the constraints on information processing that are essential in understanding why CAS do 
what they do.  For example, of the many ways that human minds could have evolved to do spatial vision, 
only relatively few can work within the constraints on information processing.  So including these 
constraints in developing models for  human spatial vision is indispensable to coming up with valid 
models[2]. Specifically, while other formalisms allow representation of space and resources, only discrete 
event models offer the additional ability to explicitly and flexibly express time and its essential constraints 
on CAS behavior and structure. 
 
 

Discrete Event Modeling and Simulation  
 
Discrete event models can be distinguished along at least two dimensions from traditional dynamic system 
models − how they treat passage of time (stepped vs event-driven) and how they treat coordination of 
component elements (synchronous vs asynchronous). Recent event-based approaches enable more realistic 

                                                           
1 Reliance on simulation is not necessarily a sina qua non of  CAS.  Astrophyisics is in the same boat – high 
performance computer experiments are the basic mode of  the study of stellar evolution and supernova 
explosions. 



representation of loosely coordinated semi-autonomous processes, while traditional models such as 
differential equations and cellular automata tend to impose strict global coordination on such components. 
Event-based simulation is inherently efficient since it concentrates processing attention on events – 
significant changes in states that are relatively rare in space and time  – rather than continually processing 
every component at every time step. 2 

DEVS Formalism 
 
The DEVS (Discrete Event Systems Specification) formalism [4]provides a way of expressing discrete 
event models and a basis for an open distributed simulation environment. [5]DEVS is universal for discrete 
event dynamic systems and is capable of representing a wide class of other dynamic systems. Universality 
for discrete event systems is defined as the ability to represent the behavior of any discrete event model 
where “represent” and “behavior” are appropriately defined.  Concerning other dynamic system classes, 
DEVS can exactly simulate discrete time systems such as cellular automata and approximate, as closely as 
desired, differential equation systems. This theory is presented in. [5]It also supports hierarchical modular 
construction and composition methodology.. [6]  This bottom-up methodology keeps incremental 
complexity bounded and permits stage-wise verification since each coupled model “build” can be 
independently tested. 

Discrete Event Abstractions 
 
An abstraction is a formalism that attempts to capture the essence of a complex phenomenon relative to a 
set of behaviors of interest to a modeler. A discrete event abstraction represents dynamic systems through 
two basic elements: discretely occurring events and the time intervals that separate them (Figure 1). It is the 
information carried in events and their temporal separations that DEVS employs to approximate arbitrary 
systems.  In the quantized systems approach to be discussed next events are boundary crossings and the 
details of the trajectories from one crossing to another are glossed over with only the time between 
crossings preserved.  
 

                                                           
2 Discrete event  concepts are also the basis for advanced distributed simulation environments, such as the 
High Level Architecture (HLA) of the Department of Defense, that employ multiple computers exchanging 
data and synchronization signals through message passing. [3] 
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Figure 1 How continuous trajectories are abstracted into time-indexed events  

Quantization  
 
Quantization is a general process for extracting information from a continuous stream of data.  When I first 
studied quantization, it was in the context of dynamic systems and I was able to show that any ordinary 
differential equation system can be approximated as closely as desired using quantization. [5]The approach, 
which provides an alternative to conventional numerical integration,  is especially applicable in distributed 
simulation where components of a composite model are executing on different nodes in a network. In this 
context, quantization is a  basic filtering technique in which continuously changing state variables, such as 
positions and velocities,  of one component are only transmitted to other  “subscriber” components over the 
network, when their changes exceed a threshold level called a quantum. Such quantum threshold crossings 
are the events and the intervals between them can be predicted so that  the overall behavior can be produced 
by discrete event (and in particular DEVS) abstractions of the components. The larger the quantum, the 
fewer the state updates that are “published,” but also the greater the potential deleterious effect of the 
message reduction on simulation accuracy. Fortunately, we have found that for many behaviors, the 
tradeoff of fidelity versus message reduction is very favorable – allowing available bandwidth to be utilized 
much more efficiently with minimal impact on fidelity. [7] 
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Figure 2 The generalized Quantization Principle 

Quantization in Image Space 
 
At first glance, quantization appears to be a strictly numeric process with little carryover to event 
abstraction in general CAS contexts.  However, recently  we have applied quantization concepts to 
extraction of events from streaming image data with surprising results.  To see how this works, consider 
Figure 2, which depicts quantization as a general principle of information transmission from sender to 
receiver.  At the sender's site, data elements are being continuously generated. Rather than transmit each 
element, a quantizer examines each one to see if it is significantly different from the one that was last sent. 
If so, it is transmitted and is stored as the last element sent. If not, the next element is examined, and so on.  
 
Figure 3 illustrates a context in which quantization is applied to image capture and transmission.  A web 
camera produces images at a fixed rate, say 30 frames/sec, which ordinarily are stored as *.jpg files in a 
directory. We note that JPEG is a compression technique that exploits redundancy in individual image files 
but does not consider redundancy in successive files. For example, if there is no motion from one frame to 
the next, successive files will be still be generated even though their contents are the same. Quantization, 
on the other hand, works on the principle that "enough" pixels have had to have differed "enough" in their 
(red, green, blue) color values to merit transmitting (or even storing, for some purposes).  The quotations 
just made indicate the need for numerical values, or quanta, to make the concept operational.  In 
experiments, we have done, typical operational values might be 15  for the color quanta (requiring at least 
such a difference in any of the three component values)  and 10% for the pixel count quantum3.   
 

                                                           
3 It is interesting to note that we tried to use the compressed .jpg form directly, but even with a small 
motion from one frame to the next, the resulting coded version differ considerably (in length of file as 
well), making it hard to specify quantum levels for significant differences. RGB values are much less noisy, 
with a 6-sigma value of approx. 20 as indicated allowing clear separation between true change and random 
fluctuation. 
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Figure 3 Transmitting images across a network  

 
While the minimum quantum sizes are determined by noise levels, this still leaves lots of room for levels 
above the lower bounds.  Of course, if one wants a replay of the stream as a movie that is not perceptibly 
different from the original, the quantum must be set at low levels. However, the interesting applications are 
where we can use large quanta to detect events with "semantic" content.  
 
How can  quantization, a technique with no built-in vision processing to speak of, detect events that have 
some meaning associated with them?  Figure 4 illustrates the kind of context we have been studying.  We 
want to detect events such as servicing a piece of equipment that are otherwise hard to implement with 
special devices or burdensome for a technician to record.  The quantizer observers a stream of 300 frames 
in which a technician walks up to a machine, services it, and walks away. With appropriate settings, the 
quantizer extracts the five successive frames shown, as distinctly different from the base frame (in which 
the technician is absent) and each, from its immediate predecessor (for a reduction in frames of 5/300). We 
then labeled these reference frames as states in a DEVS model which also can contain expected time 
windows for transitions from one to the next forming an event-based control model. [8-10]If the quantizer 
detects a significant change in the image stream within the time window allowed by the current state of the 
model, then a transition is triggered to the next state4  To record a complete service occurrence, the model 
must be traversed from the base state back to itself through the given cycle, with all time windows honored. 
Otherwise, an alarm can be triggered to indicate the occurrence of an abnormality, such as the technician 
entering and leaving before actually touching the equipment.  Implementation of this image quantization 
and interpretation process was done on the distributed DEVS/CORBA  real-time execution and simulation 
environment [11, 12]which allows writing DEVS models as if they were to be simulated, and after testing 
in simulation, having them executed as agents operating in  real time. 
 
To summarize, quantization appears to be a fundamental process by which a temporal succession of events 
is extracted from a continuous stream of data. It is based on detecting significant change between each 
datum and the last selected reference item. Time intervals between such events (change in reference datum) 
                                                           
4  To trigger this transition at a remote location, only the event occurrence not even the frame has to be sent, 
thus further reducing bandwidth requirements. However, by sending the frame, checking against state 
specific templates can be done to assure that the right state is maintained in the model. 



carry information and can be used for example to trigger transitions in a model whose states correspond 
with the events. 
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Figure 4 Video observation of  equipment servicing 

 Fast Discrete Event Neuron Architectures 
 
Research started in my lab as early as 1995 to employ DEVS abstractions to capture the many features of 
biological neurons that were not represented in conventional artificial neural networks and to exploit these 
capabilities to perform intelligent control tasks. [13, 14]  In the meantime,  other work employing event-
driven simulation [15]and on alternative neuron architectures has  yielded a strong argument for  “one spike 
per neuron” processing in natural neural systems. [16] “One-spike-per-neuron” refers to information 
transmission from neuron to neuron by single pulses (spikes) rather than pulse trains or firing frequencies.  
A face recognition multi-layered neural architecture based on the one-spike, discrete event principles has 
been demonstrated to better conform to the known time response constraints of human processing and also 
to execute computationally much faster than a comparable conventional artificial neural net5. [17, 18] The 
distinguishing feature of the one-spike neural architecture is that it relies on a temporal, rather than firing 
rate, code for propagating information through neural processing layers. This means that an interneuron 
fires as soon as it has accumulated sufficient “evidence” and therefore the latency to the first spike codes 
the strength of this input.  Single spike information pulses are thus able to traverse a multi-layered hierarchy 
asynchronously and as fast as the evidential support allows. Thorpe’s research team [16, 17]has also shown 
that “act-as-soon-as-evidence-permits” behavior can be implemented by “order-of-arrival” neurons which 
have plausible real world implementations. Such processing is invariant with respect to input intensity 
because latencies are uniformly affected by such changes. Moreover, coding which exploits firing order of 
neurons is much more efficient than a firing-rate code which is based on neuron counts. 
 

                                                           
5 The face recognition layered net was executed by a discrete event simulator and took between 1 and 6 seconds to recognize a face on 
a pentium PC vs. several minutes for a conventional net on a SGI Indigo. Recognition performance in both cases was very high.  The 
authors employed a training procedure which, while effective, is not plausible as an in-situ learning mechanism. 



The discrete event nature of the one-spike concept suggests that it might be an ideal candidate as the basic 
building block in an “end-to-end” processing system for small, fast reactive “nervous systems”.  Therefore 
we have formulated the discrete event abstractions underlying the one-spike-per-neuron concept, and 
expressed them in DEVS. It is remarkable, indeed, how well the one-spike-per-neuron conceptual 
framework fits the definition of discrete event abstraction provided earlier. The events here are threshold 
crossings which generate discrete spikes while inter-event temporal separations include the latencies 
between input and output spikes.  

Strength-to-Latency Coding 
 
The basic concept that supports discrete event abstaction of neural behavior is strength-to-latency coding.  
Here the strength of the input of an evidence gathering neuron (such as  sensory neuron) is coded in the 
latency of its output response for downstream neurons. In other words, the greater the stimulation of an 
input volley (evidence) the quicker the generation of a corresponding  output spike. Thus a neuron with lots 
of evidentiary support will be “heard” earlier by neurons in the next processing layer than one with low or 
no input strength.  Dispersion in such latencies sets the stage for neurons that are sensitive to the order of 
arrival of spikes. 

Order-of-Arrival Neurons 
 
The behavior of  an order-of-arrival neuron is illustrated in Figure 5. An input train arrives on the input 
lines in the order of their weights accumulates maximum activation and may cause the neuron to fire if this 
exceeds the threshold.  Any other order of arrival will accumulate less activation and therefore, depending 
on the threshold level, may not generate an output spike. Thus the neuron can discriminate among different 
order-of-arrivals of stimuli. This ability to distinguish between N! input patterns (where N is the number of 
input wires) thus supports a  combinatorially more efficient information code than  one based on the 
number of stimulated input wires rather than their order of stimulation [16] 
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Figure 5 Order-of-arrival Neurons 



End-to-End Processing Layers 
 
Consider the hypothesis that the “act-as-soon-as-evidence-permits” principle will make it practical to 
implement a fast processing layered architecture, including all its sensory, cognitive, actuator and 
communication related components, within real time processing, memory and energy constraints. To study 
this hypothesis, we developed the “end-to-end” layered architecture for a reactive nervous system shown in 
Figure 6 along with the kinds of neurons that are found in each layer.  After describing their basic 
processing roles, we will discuss the discrete event representations of the neurons. 
 
• Sensory layer neurons react directly to incoming energy (in various forms such as visual or infrared 

electronmagnetic waves, sonar, etc.)  These neurons perform the analog-to-latency coding just 
discussed.  

 
• Fusion/Analysis neurons fuse the data collected from the various sensors into some  stereotyped 

situations that can be further related to reactive courses of action. These neurons operate on the order-
of-arrival principles discussed above. 

 
• Priming of alternative candidates for behavioral course of action is also done by order-of-arrival 

neurons. 
 
• Decision, i.e., selection from the candidates, is performed the by winner-take-all neurons. 
 
• Action sequencing plays out the memorized sequence of actions associated with a selected course of 

action and is done by event-based control neurons.  
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candidates Decision actuators

Evidence
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Action 
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Event-Based
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Figure 6 An "end-to-end" layered architecture to establish neuron behavior requirements 

Synchronizing Between Layers 
 



One problem that emerges immediately is that using strength-to-latency coding, operation is fundamentally 
asynchronous. Unlike in conventional models such as cellular automata, there is no global clock tick to 
synchronize states of neurons at a recurring time step.  Consequently, as illustrated in Figure 7, laggard 
spikes from earlier percepts may interfere with spikes stimulated by later percepts. One solution is to place 
a time-out on the response of a neuron -- it is reset to its initial state after a given duration. 
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In temporal delay coding, laggard spikes from earlier frames may interfere  with
spikes from later frames, e.g  a is still around when  b is input
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Figure 7 Laggard pulses in stength-to-latency information transmission 

 
 
 
 

DEVS Neuron Models 
 
Having considered the roles that  various neurons  will have to play in the just outlined prototype 
architecture, we can develop requirements for their basic behavioral properties. Note these requirements, 
while inspired by the biological origins of discrete event neural abstractions, were found to be logically 
required in implementing the above prototype6. Our DEVS neurons  
 

• will have the ability to respond to order of arrival of external events on their input ports 
• will be controled by passage of time, such as time windows and time outs 
• can delay firing to enable competition in sending output to next stage 
• must be synchronizable  through an external reset event. 

 
Figure 8 presents a graphic representation of  a generic DEVS model that satisfies these requirements.7  The 
model has four main phases (control states): receptive, refract, active and fire, each with an associated time 
                                                           
6 With the implication that they offer explanations for why the biological properties assume the form they 
do.  
7 For a more complete explanation of the graphical notation used  and its correspondence to the formal 
representation and computer implementation of DEVS models see. [5]. 



duration. The actual durations are parameters of the model which range from 0 to infinity. Their 
assignments produce different specialized behaviors that are derived from the generic model.  
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Figure 8 DEVS model of neurons satisfying the behavioral requirements 

 
The model typically starts in the receptive phase. If an input arrives during the receptive period that is less 
than the threshold, then the neuron enters  the active phase, where it waits for further inputs. If accumulated 
input exceeds the threshold before the active period has expired, then fire phase is entered. Also, if  an 
above-threshold input arrives during receptive period, fire  phase is entered directly. After a delay, an event 
(representing a pulse or spike)  is produced on the output port.  After firing, the model enters the refractory 
phase, where it is unresponsive to inputs. The active phase also times out to the refractory phase (if above 
threshold input is not accumulated).   The reset input, occurring during the refractory period, puts the model 
back to the receptive phase. 
 
The generic model can be specialized to realize the behaviors of the following: 
 
• Evidence Neurons (at the sensory layer) –  Physiologically, these have been identified as “integrate-

and-fire” neurons [16]and represented as leaky integrators with threshold-based firing. With constant 
inputs arriving periodically, an output will be generated once the threshold has been reached. The 
output period is inversely related to the strength of the input thus implementing the analog-to-delay 
coding discussed earlier. 

 
• Order-or-Arrival Neurons –  these are implemented with appropriate weight settings as discussed 

earlier. 
 
• First-Arrival-Takes-All Neurons –  these neurons implement winner-take-all behavior based on first 

arrival.  Metaphorically, the neuron with the first spike to arrive from the previous processing stage, 
closes the door for pass through of later arrivals. This approach works much faster than conventional 



winner-take-all circuits. [16]Using the generic DEVS neuron, the lockout behavior can be 
accomplished by establishing mutual cross-inhibition (negative weights for inputs from competing 
predecessors).   We'll discuss a related example in the context of fast and frugal heuristics  in a 
moment. 

 
• Event-based Control Neurons – these implement event-based control concepts discussed earlier in the 

context of image quantization. Neurons are connected in a series to control a sequence of discrete 
actuations forming a composite action. In event-based control, verification feedback from the current 
actuation (as in proprioceptive feedback) is required to fall within a time window before the next 
action can be activated, as illustrated in Figure 9.  The realization by the generic DEVS neurons 
employs the time-out associated with the active phase.  

= input from
prior neuron

= feedback verification

= time window

= action command

If a neuron receives input from predecessor it emits action command and waits for
feedback verification  If feedback from actuator is within the allowed time window,
the action sequence continues to the successor. 

= output to
   next neuron

 
Figure 9 DEVS neuron implementation of event based control for output  effectors 

DEVS Neurons: Time, Space, and Energy Constraints 
 
We pause to reconsider Pinker's  characterization of the space, time and resource imperatives for real world 
information processing in the context of our DEVS neuron models.  In terms of space frugality, as indicated 
earlier, order-of-arrival coding is much more efficient in its use of neurons than is rate-based coding.  
Moreover, the "act-as-soon-as-evidence-permits" principle is clearly compatible with the demands of quick 
reaction under time pressure. Further the time-outs associated with phases can be linked to limitations on 
the energy consumption necessary to maintain active states. Likewise the  refractory phase can be 
associated with minimal energy consumption (or restoration of energy in the biological case). Of course, 
the underlying DEVS abstraction, concentrating on  events and their timing,  is efficient in both processing 
and communication as discussed earlier.  

Fast and Frugal Heuristics 
 
Single spike neurons and "act-as-soon-evidence-permits" neural architectures offer a discrete event  
computational infrastructure for CAS behaviors constrained by time, space and energy resources.  But what 
is lacking in such discrete event neural architectures is an overall cognitive system framework that 



characterizes the behaviors to implement.  The  “fast frugal and accurate” (FFA) perspective on real word 
intelligence [19, 20]provides such a framework. This perspective recognizes that the real world is a 
threatening environment where knowledge is limited, computational resources are bounded, and there is no 
time for sophisticated reasoning.  Unfortunately, traditional models in cognitive science, economics, and 
animal behavior have used theoretical frameworks that endow rational agents with full information of their 
environments, unlimited powers of reasoning and endless time to make decisions.  Evidence and theory 
from disparate sources have been accumulating that offer alternatives to the traditional paradigm. Indeed, 
simple building blocks that control attention to informative cues, terminate search processing, and make 
final decisions can be put together to form classes of heuristics that have been shown in many studies to 
perform at least as well as more complex information-hungry algorithms.  Moreover, such FFA heuristics 
are more robust than others when generalizing to new data since they require fewer parameters to identify. 
They are accurate because they exploit the way that information is structured in the particular environments 
in which they operate. It is important to note that FFAs are a different breed of heuristics. They are not 
optimization algorithms that have been modified to run under computational resource constraints, e.g., tree 
searches that are cut short when time or memory run out.  Typical FFA schemes exploit minimal 
knowledge such as object recognition and other one-reason bases for choice making under time pressure, 
elimination models for categorization, and satisficing heuristics for sequential search. An organism’s FFAs 
are essentially models of the real environment in which it has found its niche and to which it has  (been) 
adapted.  

  
In  his radical departure from conventional rational agent formulations, Simon asserted the "bounded 
rationality" hypothesis. This states that an agent's behavior is shaped by the structure of  its task 
environment and it's underlying computational abilities. [21]Fast and frugal heuristics are mechanisms that 
a mind can execute under limited time and  knowledge  availability and that could have possible arisen 
through evolution. As an illustration of an FFA we briefly discuss an example, the "take the best"  
inferencing  heuristic which employs only a fraction of the available knowledge and stops immediately 
when  the first answer is found (rather than the best answer).  "Take the best"  does not attempt to integrate  
all available information into its decision, it is non-compensatory, non-linear,  and can violate transitivity, 
the cannon of rational choice. 
 
The table illustrates the knowledge framework in which "take the best" operates.  Consider  a table having 
in the order of one-hundred cities and in the order of 10 attributes of each, with each cell containing a + 
(city has the attribute), - (city does not have the attribute) and ? (don't know).  Given a pair of cities, the 
heuristic infers an answer to the question of which is larger, by examining attributes as predictors, 
accepting the first for which there is exactly one + distinguishing the pair . To explain: a city that has the 
attribute is presumed to be larger than one that doesn’t or with which one is unfamiliar;  an attribute 
provides no basis for discrimination, if both cities have it. The order of examination is be based on  
predictive validity, which is defined in terms of the correlation between the attribute and the criterion. More 
specifically,  the predictive validity of an attribute is the  relative frequency with which it predicts the 
criterion  (see  [19]for a detailed discussion). For example, the predictive validity of HasFootballTeam is 
high since  cities with football teams tend to be larger than those without them, the predictive validity of 
IsOnCoast is lower  since many, but not all cities on the coasts of the US;  are larger than interior cities  
while IsStateCapitol is low since very few  state capitols are large  (in fact Phoenix is a major exception).   
Gigerenzer and Goldstein  [20]  show that this model works well for explaining actual subject data and 
though simulation, that it performs at about the same accuracy levels as conventional algorithms that sum 
and weight the attribute information, while being much faster. Interestingly, the heuristic can provide 
answers even when most of its knowledge is missing (most cells are ?). It also has interesting properties 
such as performing best in a state of less than full knowledge (illustrating a “less is more” principle: 
familiarity, and the lack theieof, provide bases for decision making in a real world of attention-grabbing 
features. [19] 
 
 
 
 

City/ property Is StateCapitol HasFootballTeam IsOnCoast 



New York - + + 

Phoenix + + ? 
LA ? ? + 
…    

 

 

If  fast and frugal heuristics characterize human bounded rationality, then they ought to be implementable 
by discrete event neural architecture discussed earlier. Indeed, let us sketch a construction to show this to 
be the case. Figure 10 depicts  a network of DEVS neurons that implements "take the best".  Neurons 
representing cities connect to subnetworks representing attributes in a manner reflecting the available 
knowledge.  We will discuss these in more detail below. Other than this modification, the implementation 
employs the same primitives discussed earlier, including the importance coding and first-to-arrive-takes all 
properties. 
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Figure 10 DEVS neural architecture implementing "take the best" inferencing 

 
In Figure 10, the first layer of neurons generate pulses when the cities they represent are mentioned. So the 
question, “Which is larger, New York or Phoenix?” causes pulses to emerge from neurons New York and  
Phoenix..  The second layer components represent attributes in the knowledge table above.  The 
connections from the first layer to the second represent the associations in a direct manner.  For example, 
there is a positive connection from Phoenix to IsStateCapitol  but none to IsOnCoast, representing lack of 
knowledge (? in the table).  On the other hand, there is a negative connection from New York to 
IsStateCapitol corresponding to the known fact in the table.    
 



Figure 11 shows an attribute subnetwork which is a coupled model of DEVS neurons. Such an attribute 
component has the cancellation property:  -- an output emerges if a single positive input is received, but the 
firing is slightly delayed so it can be cancelled by a second positive input.  To illustrate this property of 
DEVS neurons,  since both New York and Phoenix have football teams,  each fires a corresponding neuron. 
However,   at the same or slightly later each pulse also cancels the other’s output pulse.  (We note that 
simultaneity is not required, only arrival of a second pulse within the firing delay.)  Thus, there is no output 
from the HasFootballTeam attribute.  On the other hand,  Phoenix will be the output from IsStateCapitol, 
since the pulse generated in the Phoenix neuron is unaffected by the negative connection from New York.  
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Figure 11  An Attribute Subnetwork 
Now consider the response to pulses from Phoenix and New York generated in the first layer by the 
question asking for a relative size judgment between Phoenix and New York.  When the pair of pulses so 
generated arrives at the attribute components, the winners of  IsStateCapitol, HasFootballTeam and 
IsOnCoast will be Phoenix, none, and New York, respectively.  The outputs of the second layer continue on 
to the third layer which implements winner-take-all behavior based on the  “first-to-arrive-wins”  principle.  
More specifically, pulses representing the winners of the attribute subnetworks are delayed by an amount 
that relates inversely to the respective predictive validities of the attributes.  Thus, in the race between 
Phoenix and New York pulses, emerging from the attribute layer,  New York arrives first, since the delay 
of the “IsOnCoast” attribute is smaller than that of the “IsStateCapitol” attribute.  As earlier suggested, this 
behavior is characteristic of  the discrete event neuron architecture.   Distinct from conventional neural nets  
(where strength of association is assume to be manifest in higher firing counts),  in  “act-as-soon-as-
evidence-permits” networks, the strength of association shows up as  faster travel of pulses from one 
processing layer to the next. Those that arrive at the last stage decision point govern the final output.  
 
The above parallel/distributed  reformulation of “take-the-best”  offers a parallel alternative to  the 
sequential implementation of fast and frugal heuristics (Gigerenzer and Todd 1999). In contrast to  
sequential examination of attributes they are all stimulated in parallel. “Take the best” is fast and frugal 
because it typically examines only a few attributes before finding one that makes the needed 



discrimination8.  In our implementation, all discriminating attributes are found concurrently then subject to 
a winner-take-all competition based on predictive validity.  Thus the parallel implementation can be faster 
(depending on the predictive validity delay) with the same accuracy. However, since it examines all 
attributes it is not frugal. Perhaps frugality can be introduced by introducing firing delays between the first 
and second layers inversely related to the discrimination power of attributes – those that are highly 
discriminating will get the pulses earlier than those that re less so.  We leave this approach, which tends to 
balance discriminating power and predictive validity, for future examination. 

Dynamic Binding and Temporal Relations 
 
There has been increasing interest in how time enters into neural processing in brains.  With recent 
experimental work summarized by Singer, [22]one major question being asked is whether synchronization 
among cell firings plays a major role in fusing the results of lower level processing into higher level 
elements for further processing. The attractive feature of such dynamic binding is that it can coordinate 
widely dispersed cells without requiring a combinatorial explosion of neurons for explicitly representing all 
possible conjunctions of input elements.  The discrete event neural network presented above is not based on 
dynamic binding through synchronization. Indeed, creating simulation models which work on dynamic 
binding principles seems quite challenging. Paradoxically, finding synchrony in unstructured networks 
seems not very hard. Indeed, Amit  [23]offers some insight into the difficulty involved in inferring the 
information-bearing  role of neural firing synchronization in large networks, both in simulations or real 
brains. He shows that cross-correlations of paired neuron spike trains can be obtained in simulations of 
randomly connected integrate-and-fire neurons that are qualitatively similar to those obtained from 
behaving monkeys.  Moreover, theory suggests these synchronies have little to do with upstream 
processing. [24]   
 

Efficiency of Discrete Event Simulation 
 
For reasons of modeling efficacy and simulation feasibility, we suggest that discrete event modeling 
provides the right level of abstraction to address the challenges just described.  Mattia and colleagues 
[Mattia, 2000 #101 employ an event-driven approach for large-scale simulations of recurrent neural 
networks of spiking neurons and plastic synapses. The approach exploits the fact that the dynamic variables 
of both neurons and synapses evolve deterministically between any two successive spikes -- thus tracking 
the arrival of spikes enables unequivocal prediction of neural dynamics. Compared with conventional 
synchronous simulation. [25] the result is a drastic reduction of the computational  load per neuron which  
grows linearly with the number of neurons and is only about 6% more with variable synapses.  
 
It is enlightening to place Mattia’s simulation complexity comparison in the context of the more 
fundamental discrete event conceptual framework presented here.  In discussion surrounding Figure 1 we 
indicated that discrete event abstraction can retain essential state and  timing information while abstracting 
away details in underlying continuous trajectories. This said, there ought to be a fundamental impact on 
system simulation that exploits such abstraction and there is when compared with the conventional discrete 
time approach − which unfortunately, is still the most common by far, in natural sciences.  We can indicate 
this is in a quantitative manner by examining a DEVS coupled model as in Figure 12.  Let there be N 
components, each sending outputs to an average of C receivers.  Such outputs, generated at internal state 
transitions,  are assumed to be described by a Poisson process with rate, νint. Under random connectivity 
conditions, every component receives inputs at the rate, νext. = CN νint. Now, a DEVS simulator only 
computes updates at internal and external events.  At each component these occur at the combined rate ν  =  
νint + νext.= (1+CN) νint., a linear dependence on N  (again assuming validity of the Poisson description).  
 
 
 
                                                           
8 Highly predictive attributes tend also to be less discriminating than lower predictive ones, thus accounting 
for number of steps before decision (see Gigerenzer and Todd 1999). 
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Figure 12  DEVS Network to illustrate efficiency of discrete event simulation 

 
In comparison, a fixed time step simulation (or synchronous approach as it is commonly called) is must 
work at the rate of (1+CN)/∆t updates per second per component, where ∆t is the time step. Now, the key 
difference is that ∆t must be small enough to keep the probability of missing an event between updates very 
small. Indeed, ∆t must be much less than the average interval between events is 1/ ν  = 1/(1+CN) νint. Thus, 
the update rate per component is greater than (1+CN)2 νint.  This quadratic dependence on N is clearly not 
scalable to large numbers of components, N. Stated another way, the ratio of fixed time step updates to 
discrete event updates is (1+CN), which grows increasingly worse for large C and/or large N.  A similar 
conclusion is presented for differential equation simulation in, [5] reinforcing the advantages of discrete 
event modeling and simulation for  both continuous and discrete systems (or better systems in general, no 
matter what their dynamics appear to be characterized by).  
 
The efficacy and efficiency of discrete event abstraction is illustrated in a recent DEVS formulation of 
Epstein and Axtell’s Sugarscape [26] (available from www.acims.arizona.edu),  which explored the 
application of agent-based simulation to social science. 
 

Computation with Pulsed Neural Networks: Shortest Path Solvers 
 
Another direction pointing toward discrete event neurons is suggested by the recent interest in the 
computational capabilities of  "pulsed neural networks". [27]Interestingly, research reported in this 
direction, in the main,  does not take the full step toward discrete event abstraction and hence toward DEVS 
representation.  Such abstraction offers a simplification of concept that then stimulates further advances in 
the new space opened up by the simplified conceptual framework. For example, adoption of switching  
(boolean, combinatorial) logic allowed design of digital computers and, in freeing the abstraction from its 
technological embodiment, gave birth to a completely new field of computer science. In the case of 



switching logic, the technological embodiment had to be in place to ensure the stability  the two distinct 
states representing the abstractions  0 an 1 and the transitions specified by design.  In the case of discrete 
event abstraction of pulsed neurons, the DEVS formalism and the DEVS simulation/execution 
environments provide the support needed to work with the abstraction as a reality. The reader is invited to 
compare the simplicity of the DEVS representation with the representations found in [27]and note the 
absence of  next-level  "end-to-end" architectural considerations in the latter. 
 
Although space precludes a detailed discussion here, it should not come as  a surprise that very simplified 
versions of the generic DEVS neurons suffice to provide shortest path solutions to directed graphs. Indeed, 
the shortest path in such a graph, whose arcs represent time durations,  can be regarded as an abstraction of 
the "act-as-as-soon-as-evidence-permits" processing in multilayer nets. In contrast, finding long paths 
cannot be done with the DEVS neuron as described9. This suggests that an evolutionary explanation for the 
structure and behavior of biological neurons if indeed they operate on discrete event principles -- they are 
optimized for operation in a world requiring synthesis of quick multi-step reactions as dictated by shortest 
paths in graphs of dependent actions. 

Conclusions 
 
We have shown how discrete event abstraction captures information in rich continuous data streams in 
terms of events and their timed occurrences.  Quantization is a general process that can perform such 
abstraction. Evidence from recently developed models of neurons and neural processing architectures and 
from fast and frugal heuristics provide further support for the centrality of discrete event abstraction in 
modeling complex adaptive behavior when the constraints of space, energy and time are taken into account.  
More speculatively, if the conjecture on the central role of dynamic binding in information processing 
holds true, the different modes of temporal processing   may prove critical to understanding how the human 
mind works.  More generally, any CAS must operate within the constraints imposed by space, time, and 
resources on its information processing.  In particular, working  in real time, and with limited bandwidth, a 
distributed  CAS must evolve its computation and communication channels to route the right information to 
the right consumers at the right times.  I suggest that the discrete event paradigm provides the right level of 
abstraction to tackle these issues.  

                                                           
9 For example, rather than firing on the first received pulse, and then refracting, finding a longest path 
requires passing on every received pulse while waiting for an even later straggler. 
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